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Introduction and notation
Definition 1.1. A con$guration (v,, bk ) is a finite incidence structure with the following properties:
(1) There are v points and b lines. Configurations (u,, bk) with k=2 are r-regular graphs on v vertices. Since these graphs are investigated in graph theory, it will be assumed that k 3 3 for the rest of this paper.
Configurations have already been defined in the last century. There are also important results, especially about symmetric configurations, obtained more than 100 years ago. For a general report on the history of configurations, see [14] . The mathematical results which have been obtained about symmetric configurations are described in [9] . General results about nonsymmetric configurations are obtained in [ll, 121. Remark 1.3. Of course, the dual of a configuration is also a configuration. It is convenient to investigate only configurations with b>v and r 2 k and to consider configurations without this properties as duals of configurations.
The following conditions are necessary for the existence of a configuration.
Lemma 1.4. Zf there exists a conjiguration (v,., bk) , the following conditions hold:
(1) v<b and k<r.
(2) vr=bk.
Proof. The first condition holds by convention (compare the remark above). The second condition is proved by counting the incident point-line pairs in two ways. Concerning the third condition consider all the points on the lines through a fixed point. These are r(k-1) + 1 different points since two different lines intersect in at most one point. Remark 1.5. Since for given r, k, and a suitable v there is at most one possible parameter b, only 3 of the 4 parameters are independent.
That is the reason why there is a second suitable set of only 3 parameters for a configuration.
Both parameter sets will be used in this paper. The index t of a configuration
the configuration is said to have natural index. If t = 1, the configuration is symmetric. 
Configurations as bipartite regular graphs

The equivalence
The smallest configuration u3 is a configuration 73, also known as Fano configuration or projective plane of order 2 or Steiner triple system S(2,3,7). The equivalence of this structure and a bipartite cubic graph with girth 6 and with 14 vertices, the so-called Heawood graph, seems to be well-known in combinatorial theory. However, the same equivalence of configurations and these graphs has at least not been used very often in the past. A lot of results have been obtained independently, as will be shown below.
Remark 2.1. A configuration t& can be described by a bipartite k-regular graph on 2u vertices (the union of the point set and the line set of the configuration) by connecting 2 vertices (a point and a line) iff the point and the line are incident. This graph has girth36 since otherwise 2 lines of the configuration would intersect in 2 points.
On the other hand, a bipartite k-regular graph with girth>6
can be regarded as a configuration uk. There is, however, the choice of calling the vertices of one partition set points or lines. Thus, a configuration and its dual define the same bipartite graph. The number of nonisomorphic configurations ok and the number of nonisomorphic corresponding bipartite graphs are closely related.
Remark 2.2. The number of bipartite k-regular graphs with 2u vertices and girth 2 6 is equal to the number of configurations vk up to duality.
The number of nonisomorphic configurations v3 has been determined for all 7 <v d 14 either in the last century or very recently. The results can be found in [S] . The main method used for the construction is a recursive method by Martinetti [16] of 1887, which allows one to construct all configurations u3 if all configurations (v-1)3 are known. It has been announced by Batagelj [Z] that he has translated this method into the language of inductive constructions of bipartite cubic graphs. As a consequence of the knowledge about configurations u3, all cubic bipartite graphs with girth>6 and with 2v vertices are known for all 1462~~28. Their number is the sum of the number of self-dual cfz. and half the number of non-self-dual cfz. v3. 
Hamiltonian configurations
In [S] a
Cages and similar graphs
An interesting problem in graph theory is the search for cages.
Definition 2.4. A (k,g)-cage is a k-regular graph with girth g and with a minimal number of vertices u(k, g).
For our purpose the special case of girth 6 is interesting. If k-1 is a prime power, there is a projective plane of order k -1 which is equivalent to a k-regular graph with girth 6 and 2( k( k -1) + 1) vertices, the minimal possible number.
However, if there is no projective plane of a certain order (until now no plane of nonprime power order has been constructed), the cage must be found otherwise. There is no projective plane of order 6. Hence, u(7,6) > 86. Of course, u(7,6) is even. The fact that u(7,6) # 88 can be implied from a result of Biggs and Ito [4] (see below). In 1981 O'Keefe and Wong [17] proved that v(7,6)=90
by constructing a graph with 90 vertices having the required properties.
On the other hand, such a graph had been constructed in 1977 by Baker [l] as an elliptic semiplane which is a certain configuration 45, and, hence, equivalent to the above graph with 90 vertices.
Moreover, the result of Biggs and Ito about graphs with excess 2, which corresponds to symmetric configurations with d = 1, is only a partial result of a paper by
Bose and Connor of 1952 (see [l l] for further details).
The smallest unknown number u( k, 6) is u(l1,6). Since there is no projective plane of order 10, the value of u(l1,6) is not 222. It is not known whether ~(11, 6)=224 or greater? (see [l 11).
In general, results about configurations (in many cases, as results about more special design-theoretic structures) seem to have been obtained earlier than the corresponding ones in graph theory. A lot of results about graphs with girth 6 and given excess can be obtained from [l 11. The smallest number of vertices for a bipartite k-regular graph with girth 6 and given excess whose existence is still in doubt, even in terms of configurations, is 66. It is not known whether there is a configuration 336 or 346. Hence, the existence of bipartite 6-regular graphs with girth 3 6 and with 66 or 68 vertices is in doubt. For all other possible even numbers of vertices such a graph exists. Two further relatively small unsolved cases are those of bipartite 7-regular graphs with girth 2 6 and with 92 or 94 vertices. Further open problems and many constructed configurations uk (and, hence, k-regular bipartite graphs) can be found in [9, 111. 
Nonsymmetric configurations
Finally, let us consider a nonsymmetric configuration (v,, bk) . In the same way as above, it is related to a bipartite graph with girth26 and with v+ b vertices with constant degrees r and k in both partition sets. It seems that these graphs have not been investigated very much. On the other hand, there are already a lot of results about the existence and enumeration of the corresponding configurations.
The reader is referred to [ 11, 121 for existence results. In [13] it is proved that (in graph-theoretic language) there are exactly 574 bipartite graphs with girth 36 and with 12+ 16 vertices, with degrees 4 and 3 for the two sets of 12 and 16 vertices.
Connections between graphs and configurations
Configuration graphs
The graphs which are related to configurations in a very natural way are described in the following definition. This connection raises a lot of questions, especially, the question which d-regular graphs are configuration graphs. In [S] this problem is analysed for cubic graphs with 10 vertices and configurations 103. In this example the connection has already been used in 1899 by de Pasquale to construct all Steiner systems S(2,3,13). It turns out that 7 of the 21 graphs are configuration graphs. Since 6 of them are 3-colourable and, hence, can be used to construct a S(2,3,13) (or a hyperbolic plane), they are called hyperbolic graphs. The only configuration graph which is not 3-colourable is the Petersen graph. For further details, see [S] .
Another example which has recently been analysed is that of cubic graphs with 12 vertices and configurations (124, 163) . In [ 131 this connection has partially been used to enumerate all these configurations by searching for those configurations whose configuration graph is not 3-colourable. There are exactly 5 such graphs. Altogether, 18 of the 94 cubic graphs are not configuration graphs. For more details the reader is referred to [13] .
Blocking-set graphs
A blocking set in a finite-incidence structure of points and lines is a subset of the points such that each line contains at least one point of the subset and at least one point of its complement. If the line size is 3, the intersection of a line with the blocking set has cardinality 1 or 2. This defines a graph on the point set of the blocking set in a natural way. There is an edge between 2 points (or vertices) iff there is a line connecting them.
In the case of configurations v3, nearly all of them have a blocking set. This is not the case for other structures with line size 3 as Steiner triple systems.
The question arises whether each graph with maximal degree 3 is the blocking set of a configuration vJ . In [lo] a blocking-set number BSN of such a graph is defined in order to try to solve this question. For a more detailed description, see [lo] .
Blocking-set free configurations
Of course, not all configurations us have a blocking set. The Steiner system S(2,3,7) (which is the configuration 73) has no blocking set as well as a certain configuration 1 33. In [6] blocking-set free configurations have been constructed for all v E 1 mad(6), v z 7. All these configurations are constructed by merging configurations 73, which are used as base components.
These blocking-set free configurations can be described by certain digraphs with b(v-1) vertices. An arc (directed edge) connects those base components which have been merged together. Further information about this merging procedure is described by labelling the vertices. Altogether, these configurations are described by directed labelled trees. For further information, see [6] . A further blocking-set free base configuration has been constructed by B. Griinbaum.
It is a configuration 223 described in [7] . This gives rise to the construction of further blocking-set free configurations, which will be discussed in a forthcoming paper. Altogether, this ensures the existence of blocking-set free configurations vj for all v= 1 mad(3), ~37, v # 10,16. For configurations other than symmetric configurations ok, the property of having no blocking sets is perhaps not of as much importance. Not many results are known. For example, there are about 10% configurations (124, 163) without a blocking set [13] . Probably, this percentage will be greater as the configuration becomes 'less symmetric'. The author is not aware of any symmetric configuration with ka4 without a blocking set. On the other hand, only 2 of the 16 known Steiner systems S(2,4,25) (which are configurations (25s, 50,)) have a blocking set.
Regular packings of complete graphs
A lot of configurations (o,, b3) and (u,, b4) have been constructed in terms of regular packings of complete graphs in [3] . See [l l] for further details. A regular packing of a complete graph is equivalent to a partition of its edges into a set of edge-disjoint k-cliques (the lines of the configuration) and a regular graph (the configuration graph).
Conclusion
The list of relations between configurations and graphs is certainly not complete. Unfortunately, many of these relations could be described only briefly. The main aim was to mention a wide variety of examples in this short paper in order to improve the cooperation between configuration theory and graph theory in the future. It is hoped that the given references will invite the reader to look for more detailed information there.
Although configurations are, by definition and because of historical reasons, design-like combinatorial structures, they seem to be of great interest also in many branches of graph theory.
Note added in proof. Very recently, the author found 2 papers of a Dutch mathematician, Jan de Vries, of 1889 [lS] and 1891 [19] . In these papers all small 3-and 4-regular graphs have been enumerated as configurations with k = 2 at the same time when the first 'official' paper in graph theory appeared (by Julius Petersen in 1891). Especially, all 3-regular graphs on 10 vertices have been enumerated already in 1891 c191.
Moreover, Jan de Vries and other Dutch mathematicians contributed a lot to the theory of configurations (and, hence, indirectly to graph and design theory). A detailed report about the papers of de Vries is in preparation [15] .
